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Summer Residents Requested to Delay Their Return 
  
Kenora, ON – Mayor Daniel Reynard joins Premier Doug Ford, Member of Provincial 
Parliament, Greg Rickford and the Chief Public Health Officer of Canada, Doctor 

Theresa Tam asking our summer residents to stay in their permanent home and not 

come to their cottages and summer residences. 
 

Health experts advise that if we want to minimize the impacts of COVID-19 everyone 
needs to stop moving. Stay put and do not put any more exposure to anyone 

anywhere. The most reliable way to do this is to simply stay home.  
 

“This is a difficult request to make to our valued summer residents and visitors. They 
are vital to our business community and as spring starts to appear, become a valued 

part of our community. Asking visitors and summer residents not to come to Kenora is 
everything opposite that Kenora has been working for, but we really need everyone to 

just stay home. It is key to making the difference in the spread of this virus by what 
we have seen in other countries. We simply need everyone to follow the direction of 

the health experts. The bottom line is our local health care providers will not have the 
resources or capacity to meet the demands of a growing summer population” states 

Mayor Reynard. 

  
While everyone wants to resume their regular activities and enjoy the things we have 

always done, we all need to be unified during this time and accept the critical advice 
the health experts are telling us. If we do this now, the sooner life can resume to 

activities we all enjoy. Now is the time to act, but we must act together. Please 
summer residents and visitors, stay home, and members of our community, please do 

the same and refrain from any travel outside of our community that is non-urgent.   
 

“Public health officials at the federal, provincial and local level, across the country 
have strongly stressed that all Canadians must do their part to keep the surge of 

novel coronavirus as low as possible by staying at home, unless absolutely 
necessary”, said Dr. Ian Gemmill, Acting Medical Officer of Health for Northwestern 

Ontario.  “In that way, the transmission of the virus to others will be slowed, and lives 
can be saved.  This measure applies as well to people who own recreational properties 

in the northwest, no matter where their primary residence may be: stay at home, and 

keep the virus at bay.  If all Canadians comply with this measure, including seasonal 



residents of Northwestern Ontario, we will have a chance to reduce the surge that will 

affect all health services, including public health and would have such a devastating 
effect on resources for the critically ill, which some of us may need over the next 

several months.  Even more important, our communities in the northwest do not have 
the resources to deal with illness in seasonal residents.” 

 
“This is a serious issue for Northwestern communities. We don’t have hospital capacity 

and the public health risk is too high for people to make leisure visits or open their 
camps early,” said Minister Greg Rickford. “I am working closely with my provincial 

colleagues to review all options necessary to protect Kenora-Rainy River’s health care 
and supply networks.” 

 
This urgent request also pertains to our citizens travelling to other areas of 

Northwestern Ontario and Manitoba. Please stop moving for all non-urgent travel, you 
are putting everyone at risk by continuing this non-essential movement.  

 

Mayor Reynard notes that when we beat this virus together by practicing all of the 
direction of our health care experts, which staying home is the biggest factor, we will 

welcome everyone back to Kenora with open arms. 
 

 


